Report on the event Administration Acumen and Academic Excellence
on Best Bractice Series hosted by NAAC

In the series of best practices seminar hosted by NAAC bangalore, S. S. Jain Subodh
P. G. (Autonomous) College, Jaipur presented their academic best practices as
webinar on Administration Acumen and Academic Excellence on 6th November 3.00
pm.

Dr. Devender Kawdey, Deputy Adviser of NAAC welcomed the gathering and
briefed in the earnest efforts of NAAC in bringing the best practices presentations of
pioneer insiuttions for the larger benefits of all the Higher Education Insiutions. Dr.
Sujatha Shanbhagh, Adviser of NAAC also elicited on the role of best practices for
attaining and maintainig quality in Higher Education.

Dr. Pratibha Singh, Deputy Adviser of NAAC introduced the panalist from the
institutions including the Principal of S. S. Jain Subodh P. G. (Autonomous) College.

Dr. K.B. Sharma, principal of S.S. Jain Subodh P.G. College presented the instution’s
best practices. Dr. Sharma explained about the history of institution and informed
that it was established in 1954. This insitution is also recognised as model institution
by the Government of Rajasthan. Three case studies on best practices of their insituion
were presented. The first best practice potrayed was on Adminstrative practice which
they were following. Dr. K.B Sharma explained about the affordable fee structure and
different fiscal schemes available for the student as scholarships. The emphasis given
to competetion exam preparation and sports were well presented. Several staff
welfare schemes provided by the insituion also was briefed. Few research motivations
provided to the staff were also prented during the seminar.

The second case study was on the Leadership Development with ethical values. He
explained how spirit of leadership, integrity, deep sense of social justice among their

students and community are integrated in the acadmemics. He also emphasised how
important is this in developing the competencies of students with rural backgound.
The establishment of ‘Thought Lab’ promoting values, spiritual practices and
mediation for bringing positive change in the personality of students as well as the
faculty was also explained in the presentation.

The third case study was on the state-of-art infrastructure facility. Dr. K. B. Sharma
explained various funding schemes like DBT-FIST through which the insituion raised
funds for infrastructure augmentation. He also explained the effort put forth by the
insituion in maintaing and providing state-of-art lab instruments required for
teaching, learning and reasech exercises.

He also showcased their efforts in

maintaining basic infrastructure facilties such as sports, gynasium, stadium etc.

The presentation was followed by breif interaction along with addressing queries of
the participants.

The event ended with note of thanks expressed by Dr. Priya

Narayanan, Assitant Adviser of NAAC. Few snapshots of the event during the
webcast is placed as glimpses below. About five hundred participants joiuned the
program live in webex platform. The event was webcasted live in YouTube and can be
accesed theough the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zd_MFYUe0Q.

